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Only to see that on top of the back of Shen Haoting's hand, there was a long, thin wound, and this wound was now a
purple-red colour, and the blood that seeped out from the wound. The blood seeping out of the wound had turned black.
This sight really caused the crowd present to be stunned.
Those people looked at Ye Yunjie with a nervous face, and someone couldn't help but be curious and ask nervously,
"Miss Ye. What's going on with this ......? What's going on here?"
"Yes, yes, how did this ...... wound get like this?"
At this moment. Everyone's eyes coincidentally looked at the steel nail that had been blocked by Shen Haoting and was
deeply embedded into the wall.
The steel nail was pitch black, and although it resembled a steel nail, there were two sharp blades like wings on the front
part of the arrow.
As expected, the wound on Shen Haoting's hand must have been inflicted by Jiang Shao's blades.
But it was only a small cut, how could it be like that?
What puzzled everyone was why Shen Haoting suddenly fell to the ground, as if he had been drained of his vitality in an
instant. All over his body there was a sense of powerlessness and emptiness.
In the end, everyone's eyes fell on Ye Yunjie, who seemed to be the only one out of everyone who had seen enough to
be able to give everyone an explanation.
And so it seemed, after seeing Shen Haoting's face and the purple-brown, black-blooded wound, Ye Yunjie also
immediately guessed what was going on!
"There's poison on that thing!" Ye Yunjie said with a gloomy face as she pointed at the pitch-black steel nail, "And I see
Mr. Shen's symptoms. It still seems to be highly poisonous on it ......"
"Ah? Highly poisonous?"
As soon as they heard Ye Yunjie's words, everyone present immediately exploded into chaos!
"Miss Ye, what should we do then?"
"No...... can't be? It's just chanting and rubbing, and Mr. Shen is a strong person at the middle stage of the
Transformation Realm, he wouldn't be so ......"

"Oh, stop it, quickly, send Mr. Shen and Mr. Jiang to the hospital! We'll talk about it when we get to the hospital!"
The crowd was suddenly in chaos. Then someone picked up Jiang Hao and Shen Haoting and rushed out of the place.
At this moment, Zhang Xiangyu, who was still alive, finally lifted the last ounce of energy in his life. He looked at the
chaotic crowd and made a great effort to make a smug look at the corner of his mouth ......
On the other hand, Jiang Hao, on the other hand, after hearing Ye Yunjie say that his father had been poisoned, his entire
body was also suffering from large and small wounds. As a result of excessive blood loss, he gradually fainted ......
I don't know how long it took, but Jiang Hao finally slowly woke up from his unconscious state.
The first thing that caught his eye was a snow-white room. There was also a branch of lilacs sticking out of the window.
Jiang Hao rubbed his head, which still felt a little heavy, and then he tried very hard to get up from the bed.
As soon as he moved, he suddenly woke up the young man who was sitting on a chair not far away, resting.
He hurriedly shouted, "Young Jiang is awake, Young Jiang is awake!"
While shouting, this youth ran towards Jiang Hao, ready to help him.
However, Jiang Hao waved his hand and said softly, "I'm fine. No need to help me!"
Jiang Hao looked out of the window and suddenly thought of something. He hastily asked, "Where is my father? Is
he ...... he alright?"

Although he didn't know how long he had been unconscious, Jiang Hao still remembered clearly. The last words he
heard at the moment before he fell into a coma. It was that his father had been hit by a severe poison.
How is he doing? Whether or not he was unharmed, this was the thing Jiang Hao wanted to know the most at this
moment.
The young man smiled, a touch of loss surfaced on his face, still went to hold one of Jiang Hao's arms and said
indifferently, "Mr. Shen ...... Mr. Shen ......"
Seeing the other party stammering, Jiang Hao's heart thumped, he immediately thought that something might have
happened, otherwise why would this guy be so vague in his words.
"What's wrong with my dad?" Jiang Hao grabbed the other guy's collar, and tears were already welling up in his eyes.
And in Jiang Hao's heart, he had actually prepared for the worst.
He couldn't believe it somewhat, had something really happened to his own father?

He had only just experienced his father's love for a few days, but was he going to lose it again?
God, you are too unfair to me, aren't you?
What was most unacceptable to Jiang Hao was that his father's accident was all because of himself.
If it wasn't for rescuing himself, if it wasn't for blocking the steel nail for himself, perhaps his father would have been
fine.
The person who died should have been himself!
Although the person who directly killed his father in the end was that Zhang Xiangyu, Jiang Hao knew that his father had
died because of himself in the end.
He had a responsibility that he couldn't shirk no matter what, and this guilt and self-blame would probably make him feel
guilty and remorseful for the rest of his life!
Jiang Hao grabbed the other man's hand with such strength that his grip hurt a little.
The man was going to explain, but just as he was about to open his mouth, he suddenly heard the sound of the ward door
being pushed open, followed by a figure running in in a hurry!
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When he saw the visitor, Jiang Hao was first stunned, and then was filled with surprise.
"Dad, you ......"
That's right, the person who came was none other than Shen Haoting, and judging from Shen Haoting's complexion, it
seemed that he hadn't been physically affected too much and was alive and well.
"Dad are you alright?" Jiang Hao hurriedly greeted him as well, and Shen Haoting hurriedly held the hobbled Jiang Hao
in his stride.

He smiled and said, "What can happen to Dad. Don't you see that I'm fine?"
"But weren't you ...... poisoned before?" Jiang Hao exclaimed, "I thought you had ......"
Shen Haoting smiled and laughed out loud, "You thought dad was dead? Hahahaha, you underestimate dad too much, I

am Shen Haoting, I'm not that easy to die yet. And we haven't gotten our revenge yet. How can Dad die? Don't worry,
that little injury, I'm fine now."
Shen Haoting then looked at Jiang Hao all over his body and said with some relief, "Dad's heart is so much more at ease
when he sees that you're fine, you don't even know, when you were sent to the hospital, the doctor said that you were
almost drained of blood, which scared dad. You're almost healed!"

The two of them chatted for a while afterwards, seeing that the other was fine, both Jiang Hao and Shen Haoting were
incomparably relieved.
Shen Haoting looked at the time and finally said, "Alright, you should pack up first, Dad will take you somewhere later,
I still have some things to take care of. Just go and get busy first!"

After he finished speaking, Shen Haoting got up and walked towards the outside of the ward.
Jiang Hao looked at his father's back and let out a heartfelt sigh.
He was really relieved to see that his father was alright. If something had happened to his father because he had saved
himself, Jiang Hao would have blamed himself for the rest of his life!
But at this moment, Jiang Hao was still a bit curious, his father said he was going to take him to a place? Where was he
going to take him?
He must be in a hurry, otherwise he would not have taken himself away so urgently when he was first recovering from
his illness.
Jiang Hao thought as he looked out the window ......
On the other hand, Shen Haoting looked very anxious when he left the ward. In the end, he even ran out the door.
And the very moment he closed the ward door and turned his head, his face turned a steep blue. Immediately afterwards
a mouthful of reddish-brown blood spurted out of his mouth.
At this moment, Ye Yunjie was outside, and when she saw Shen Haoting come out of the ward, she wanted to go up to
him, and when she saw this situation, she was so nervous that she immediately rushed up quickly.
"Are you alright?" Ye Yunjie asked nervously.
Shen Haoting held onto the wall with one hand and shook his hand repeatedly, indicating to Ye Yunjie not to speak. Then
he staggered off into the distance.
Only after walking through a corridor did Shen Haoting let out a long sigh of relief and leaned his back against the wall
of the corridor. Slowly, he sat down.
His complexion was unsightly, and sweat was soaking through his shirt.
"You need to rest now, haven't I told you everything, Jiang Shao is fine." Ye Yunjie said with some heartache.
However, Shen Haoting smiled hard, "No, I still want to see him with my own eyes, just now I forced myself to use my
real pressure to hold the severe poison in my body. It was so close to wearing out ah ...... Little Ye, must not let Jiang
Hao know about me!"

Ye Yunjie's eyes were slightly red and she nodded helplessly, "Mr. Shen. How about ...... how about you still go abroad
for treatment first, just now Professor Chen has said, if you go abroad now, there is still a twenty percent chance of

curing the severe poison in your body, and if you keep relying on the true qi in your body to suppress the spread of toxins,
in the end, not only will you lose everything, but you are drinking hemlock to quench your thirst, you ......"
Shen Haoting waved his hand, as if his body was feeling better, and sighed, "My body, I know it better than anyone. Oh,
don't listen to their rhetoric, this severe poison even if you go abroad. It can't be cured, and there's no way I can wait any
longer for this day. This is my only chance to take revenge, even if I have to die in the end. I have to take a chance.
Besides, even if I go abroad, it will save me a life, but that will make me lose the chance of revenge completely."
Shen Haoting gritted his teeth, "If it's just a matter of living, then I'd rather choose to die with a bang! And this matter
must be kept secret, no one must know about my poisoning."

Ye Yunjie nodded at his words, then Shen Haoting continued, "Go and prepare the car. We'll go to Cloud Mist Mountain
later!"

"To the Cloud Mist Mountain?" Ye Yunjie was stunned, "You don't want to take Jiang Hao to see ......"
Shen Haoting didn't wait for Ye Yunjie to finish her sentence before raising his hand and interrupting her, "After I die.

Sooner or later, Jiang Hao will have to inherit the guardianship of Shangdian, so it's definitely not a bad thing to let him
get in touch with it earlier. You go and get ready."
"Oh yes!" Shen Haoting suddenly asked, "I asked you to send someone to fetch Jiang Hao's mother, did you go?"
Ye Yunjie nodded and looked at her wristwatch, "Already gone, I guess I'll be in Chu Jiang by noon today, I've already
asked Qiao San to arrange a place to stay."

Shen Haoting hmmed, he suddenly frowned and muttered, "There won't be any accidents, will there?"

